
This unique long distance service aims to make the long distance communication process increasingly 
convenient for consumers in a number of ways. Gold Line’s Dcall service is for Canadian consumers. This 
service is part of a large rechargeable Automatic Number Identification (ANI) service platform.

What is Dcall

How it works
The major added convenience with this service is its ability to recognize you as the account owner 
from a particular registered phone number (which you manually input into the system), meaning no 
PIN entry is required. Numerous phone numbers can be registered, and once you have done so, 
whenever you dial the designated access number from these phone numbers, you simply dial the 
destination number immediately after; (and avoid punching in a long PIN).



This service can also be used while you travel. We have designated local & toll free access numbers from most 
major cities in Canada and numerous locations worldwide. Consumers simply dial the access number, punch in 
their PIN, and dial the destination number.

Our Dcall phone service is also rechargeable. Unlike most phone cards, you do not need to visit a retail outlet and 
purchase another phone card once you have used up your minutes. You are given your very own account, which 
you can recharge conveniently online at any time with your credit card. Dcall also offers a unique Auto Recharge 
option! Set this option and never have to recharge your account again! Auto Recharge gives you the ability to set a 
desired recharge amount for your Dcall account whenever you reach a preset minimum balance.

Features

1.800.649.8583Contact us:

Group of Gold Line

The Group of Gold Line (GL) is a Canadian company 
specializing in the research, development, marketing 
and worldwide distribution of telecommunication 
solutions and technology products. Its portfolio 
ranges from telephony, web to print, digital printing, 
WebTV and educational technologies. 
Founded in 1991, GL has evolved to become the 
largest provider of prepaid long distance products 
and services in North America, with over 300 million 
minutes of long distance calling per month. Its 
products are distributed in over 50 countries, with 
approximately 100,000 points of sale around the 
world. 
GL’s mission is to connect people around the world 
to what matters and bring them closer to their family, 
business, culture and languages through innovative, 
unique and competitive technology-based products 
and services. 

Benefits
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